Leque Island

Legend
- Red: Project Area - 264.0 acres

Project Components
- Blue: New Tidal Channel
- Blue: Existing Tidal Channels
- Blue: New Tidal Headwaters
- Yellow: Fill Artificial Drainage Features
- Yellow: Remove Perimeter Levee
- Orange: New Wave Attenuation Berm
- Orange: New Parking Area
- Orange: Remove Infrastructure
- Orange: Remove Tide Gate
- Pink: New Hand-Held Boat Launch

Waters of the U.S. and State
- Light Green: Wetland A (Palustrine Emergent Marsh)
- Light Green: Wetland B (Salt Marsh)
Ebey Island

• 1,285 acres of WDFW ownership

• Recent acquisition

• 2011 Feasibility Study
Ebey Island Bog

- Rise along pipeline corridor is conspicuous

Bog is 688 acres, largest bog in Washington state
Land rises 6.5 feet from N to S, 8 feet from W to E
Additional data needed includes:
- Water gradients
- Water chemistry
- Peat depth

Restoration actions may include:
- Plugging ditches
- Removing trees
- *Sphagnum* seeding